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When other's reality becomes yours 

The Problem:  Our day-to-day reality is rife with prejudice, intolerance, and misconceptions regarding 
"The Others" in society, yet education systems worldwide are unsuccessful in creating empathy and 
understanding, fail to capture students' attention, and the lessons regarding social issues are ineffective. 
This problem is no less important at the workplace, where inclusion, equality, and diversity are essential.  

The Solution:  OtheReality will eradicate prejudice and discrimination by leveraging Virtual Reality (VR) 
technology.  Our VR clips allow users – school students or enterprise employees – to bridge the gap 
between their and Others' understanding of reality. Thus, the users could finally "walk a mile in someone 
else's shoes." i.e., allowing a male to see the world through the eyes of a female, Jew as Arab, White as 
Black; to give users an immersive experience of the world of a person with a disability or one who 
suffered bullying. This powerful exposure, directed to the hearts and minds of the digital generation, 
combined with a full pedagogical program and led by educators or instructors leads to a meaningful 
dialogue after experiencing the VR content.  

OtheReality today: We completed a large-scale pilot across Israel's schools with impressive results that 
prove the power of VR tech as an empathy booster. An independent research behind the pilot conducted 
by The Henrietta Szold Institute, the leading establishment in Israel for evaluating educational programs, 
found that 90% of the dozens of youngsters surveyed and interviewed reported that  OtheReality tools 
are effective. The research convinced that enhancing the VR content with the educational material 
promotes, in turn, social change and cultural understanding. We are ready to expand into the corporate 
market, offering training programs for the workplace. Consequently, OtheReality's programs could 
improve human capital and promote a safe and equal environment for all. Currently, during our customer 
validation phase, we seek for connections, collaborations and partners that could help us grow.  

The Vision: We facilitate a first-hand experience and promote values and discourse, essential for us all 
who strive for a better world.  These experiences, values, and discourse will be part of schools' curricula 
and enterprises' HR training all-around the globe, promoting positive social change and cultural 
understanding, while using technology to fight against prejudice and intolerance. 

   

The team: Yair Neiger (18 y/o), Founder and CEO of OtheReality, led the startup to several achievements 
including winning the MassChallenge IL 2017. OtheReality's COO and content development leader is 
Prof. Motti Neiger, a communication scholar at Bar-Ilan University, who served as President of the Israel 
Communication Association and is currently serving as Head of the Curriculum Committee at the Israeli 
Ministry of Education. Both Yair and Motti bring a unique social perspective and storytelling abilities.  

The pitch: click the link for a 5-minute pitch presented by Yair Neiger at UnBox, Bar-Ilan University’s 
Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship.  

LinkedIn: Yair Neiger, Motti Neiger    Webpage: www.othereality.com    Mail:  othereality.startup@gmail.com 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=669xyx7N65M&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1r6W5m0WJHqaN0g7l74aLb1E9XHszSMX9AGig8y5BcbZKuVqKkntTNPes
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mottineiger
http://www.othereality.com/
mailto:othereality.startup@gmail.com

